
Mental Health  

Consultancy 
Being a small privately owned and operated company, Approved Door  
Consultancy Ltd offer an impartial range of services to our clients resulting 
from over 30 combined years’ experience with an in depth knowledge within 
doorset, joinery and general construction, including a passion for Mental 
Health including their specific needs required  
 
Having had first hand experience in the design, manufacture and installation 
of severe duty doorsets, we know what it takes for a doorset to withstand  
destructive behaviours yet still be operational  

Early engagement to prepare for tender 

Getting the right specification, covering both the manufacture and the installation of doorsets, is crucial to 
ensuring the environment can perform how it is intended, as the safety of all building occupants are  
paramount 
 
If you have a working specification in place that generally works, that is great.  If you don’t, we can assist by 
creating this with you.  Equally, if you have a working specification, but then encounter new challenges   
within a certain area of your building, we can offer our services to review your current specification,  
enhancing it to suit any new challenges faced 

Door Manufacture and/or Installation Specification writing 

Ironmongery Supply and/or Installation Specification writing 

Do you have a new project, or just the requirement for one door replacement, approaching?  Would you like 
to take advantage of our early involvement with the needs your building?  In doing so, we can ensure we 
present to you a newly agreed independent and impartial standard which you can use to approach the  
market, fully checking the proposals meet those standards with the specification we have created, allowing 
you greater confidence  
 
We can often explore a number of aspects that can sometimes be easily overlooked, which ensures your new 
doors will function as intended avoiding headaches for you after installation 

As with the door itself, it is important to ensure the ironmongery requirements are well thought through 
with every eventuality being considered to ensure the best possible performance of the doorset as a whole.  
We know that products are often changing with manufacturers constantly developing new products and  
releasing improvements to existing products, so why not keep up to speed when reviewing or implementing 
a new specification for your challenging environment 



Mental Health  

Consultancy 
Our experience covers a wide range of items, including; privacy vision panels, door locking  
systems, anti-barricade functions, lock back abilities, reduced ligature products and more 
 
If you require assistance with anything not listed, please do not hesitate to contact us.  As an independent Company, we 
can work impartially to suit individual client requirements to best suit their environments 

Door and/or Ironmongery Specification Review 

Have you been working to an existing specification for some time?  If so, it may be worthwhile considering 
having this reviewed to ensure it is still as relevant and up to date as possible.  This way, your new doorsets, 
will keep up with your needs, not failing the needs of the building or its occupants 
 
Although continuous like for like ordering can ease your procurement process, with ongoing product  
development as well as ever changing service user behaviours, would now be the right time to review your  
standards prior to further investment in new door stock? 

Support in sourcing Door Manufacturers and/or Installers 

Project delivery consultancy (to various levels) 

Over time, we have become aware of many companies offering services within the Mental Health sector.  
Making use of our experience, could help to improve your overall project delivery, resulting in greater   
success  
 
Approved Door Consultancy have implemented an Approved Supplier Directory.  This sees us carrying out a 
range of checks, including factory visits, company checks, as well as client feedback, on a regular basis.  Only 
suppliers consistently satisfying our criteria, remain on our directory for consideration by our clients  

Our experience and knowledge taught us that Mental Healthcare can be unlike any other construction  
sector, due to the requirements being much more complex and stringent than most others.  This can be 
within the build, product selection, installation standards needed, for example  
 
Having had first hand trade experience within such environments, Approved Door Consultancy are well 
placed to offer impartial services to help you deliver your project, to a level of involvement to suit your needs 

Engage with us, or contact us with any questions: 

info@approved-door-consultancy.co.uk 

www.approved-door-consultancy.co.uk 

Telephone:  07974 662618  /  07768 384816 


